Senior Portraits
by Gretchen

Leigh Photography

GET TO
KNOW
GRETCHEN
I WANT TO GET TO KNOW YOU.
REALLY KNOW YOU. AND THEN
GET THAT ON CAMERA
My style is capturing your style. Creating an experience with
you that’s uniquely yours. What makes you the person you are? What do
you love? Why do you do what you do? How do you express it?
I prefer to take photos in natural light, rather than an artificially lit studio environment. Natural light illuminates
skin tones with a soft radiance and makes you look stunning. I have some favorite locations that I like to use,
but I will work with you one-on-one to choose a location that’s both meaningful and flattering. What I do is way
more than just snapping pics ... you could get your friend to do that with your iPhone! I want you to feel
absolutely amazing when we shoot. I want you to LOVE the photos forever -and when you look back on them,
actually feel how incredible you felt that day ....
I know how important looking good is for you! But more importantly, I want you to feel good - and that only happens
when you trust me - that’s why this experience is tailored to you. This is YOUR session -- I ‘m just here to make it the
best one possible.

Carrisa

the EXPERIENCE SESSION

DO YOUR OWN THING

E

ach session is fun and relaxed, and combines the latest styles
and many techniques with a keen attention to lighting and posing
details. Every image is unique and speaks to those who appreciate
quality, style and a one-of-a-kind portrait experience created just for
you.

So forget what your school tells you about senior portraits senior year is about doing your own thing.

Sydney

the EXPERIENCE SESSION

We’re really excited about this year ‘s independent vibe, because the
Gretchen Leigh portrait experience has always been about FREEDOM
Freedom to expresss your individuality. Freedom to express your style
and personality. Freedom to tell your story with images that reflect
you.
You’re about to check into the real world, relying on your talents to
make it big. We want to capture you just as you are, right now, so you
can look back on yourself in later years and remember who you were
right before one of the biggest transitions of your life. You’re gorgeous
, you’re courageous , and eager to fly the nest. It’s the perfect time to
dress up and immortalize the moment on camera. What we do is a
little bit different .... a little bit MORE than your average Senior Portrait.

YOUR YEAR. YOUR LIFE.

gretchenleigh.com

It’s an EXPERIENCE

We know you are a true
original. Whether you
want amazing images, a
fun session or just
someone who appreciates
who you are, we’ve got
you covered.
Gretchen Leigh
Photography offers
unique sessions
and images for those
looking to express their
individual style .
Our studio has always
celebrated those who like
to think for themselves
and not follow the crowd.

YOUR
SENIOR PORTRAIT

EXPERIENCE
I am in love with movement, and use it all the time in my sessions. I believe there is
more life and energy when we move our bodies... and it’s a fact that when you move,
we literally change our minds! So if you are nervous, I’ll get you moving and soon
you’ll fall right into your grove! I promise, it’s more fun than you think. I also am a
HUGE goofball and that helps me bring out your quirky side in some images too!
Who wants to shoot in a boring studio ALL the time? Sure, we do that for some of
our team sessions, but your senior sessions shoul dbe all about YOU and part of that
is collaborating on the right environment for YOU.
I’m also known for my deep love of capturing you doing what you do best. I love seeing you in your element - whether it’s cheering, skiing, riding your horse, practicing
ballet, singing, playing an instrument, painting, enjoying the outdoors, or simply
listening to music in your room. Whatever you are passionate about, I love to
photograph you doing it if we can.... and make you look AMAZING doing it.

Anyone can take your senior portraits .... let ‘s face it, you probably know at LEAST 10

Chloe

the EXPERIENCE SESSION

people with “nice cameras”. That is not what this is about. What I do goes way
beyond “just pictures”. With over 10 years experience and a creative brain that never
stops, I bring something more than just good pictures to the table. When you choose
ME to photograph you in your senior portraits, you are getting the whole package
- from start to finish, you can be assured that everything I do is professional, well
planned, and high end. I don’t do anything halfway .... and we have a ton of fun

doing it.
YOUR YEAR. YOUR LIFE.
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Sessions

MOST SESSIONS INCLUDE PROFESSIONAL HAIR AND MAKEUP

Taryn

complimentary social media images are included in your print orders and collections

the EXPERIENCE SESSION

THE IMAGE
THE EXPERIENCE
650

* minimum order 1750

gretchenleigh.com

+ 2 hour session
+ Pro HAIR styling + makeup
+ three wardrobe changes
+ up to 2 locations
+ 40 Images to choose from
+ Premier Ordering Session

* minimum order 1150

+ 3 Hour session on location
+ Pro HAIR styling + makeup
+ Unlimited changes
+ Unlimited locations
+ 60 Images to choose from
+ Premiere Ordering Session
+ Your own iPhone app of
ALL your images for online sharing
+ Bring a friend or sibling for one look
+ Free family session (Spring 2021)
+ Includes travel fee to any location
within an hour of Minden
YOUR YEAR. YOUR LIFE.

500

THE CHOICE

400

+ 1 hour session - local to Carson Valley
only
+ Two wardroble changes
+ 25 Images to choose from
* minimum order 850

Raina

the DESTINATION SESSION

DESTINATION
SESSIONS

DESTINATION SESSIONS *price depends on location; minimum order 2000
The absolute ULTIMATE Senior Portrait Experience
+YOU choose w here you want to shoot - San Fran , The Redwoods, New York City, New
Orleans, PARIS? Yeah, anywhere
+ Pro HAIR styling & Makeup
+ All day shoot
+ Unlimited changes
+ Premiere In Person Ordering
+ iPhone app of all your photos
+ Complimentary family session
+ Limited spots available
+ Does not include travel expenses for yourself and a parent
YOUR YEAR. YOUR LIFE.

gretchenleigh.com

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ... incredibly important answers to
your most burning questions:

PLEASE READ!

HOW DO I SCHEDULE A SESSION WITH YOU?

I book up very far in advance due to the fact that I only photograph a limited number of High
School Seniors per calendar year. You should book your sessions as soon as possible; I release
the open dates for my year in late March (of your Junior year). To schedule, call or email me to
request a date; all of the reservation requirements are completed ONLINE - either on your
computer or smartphone. You will receive a booking proposal via email - you will be prompted
to “accept” the terms, then you will be asked to sign an online digital contract and submit your
deposit (the session fee) via credit card and my secure payment collection site.
Once those are completed, you are RESERVED.

WHAT FORMS OF PAYMENT TO YOU ACCEPT?

Cash, Visa, MC, American Express & Discover.

WHEN DO I GET TO SEE THE IMAGES FROM MY SESSION?

Your images will be presented to you in a beautiful presentation, like only a professional boutique
photographer can do. We meet at my office, where we can dedicate the time to show you your images and
I can help you decide what you want to invest in.The ordering appointment is an extremely important part
of your Senior Portrait process and will take place within two to three weeks of your portrait session. We will
schedule your ordering session at the same time as we schedule your portrait session. It is very important
that all decision makers are present during this time, as this is the appointment where your final decisions
will be made.
*You have the option to purchase an online gallery for additional orders, but the initial order is
placed at your Premiere Ordering Session.
These appointments take between 1 and 2 hours, so it is important to devote your full attention during this
time; for that reason, I ask that you arrange for a babysitter for young children, and only family members
with valid input should attend. I will personally help you select the images, announcements and books that
best represent you and your session. It is important to come prepared with a knowledge of whether there is
a need for gift purchases, as well as the number of people you will be sending announcements to.
Ordering appointments are sometimes scheduled on weekdays during business hours. This means 9-6pm,
just like any regular business hours. I realize this means you may need to take off work or pull a
student from school early; however, it is not possible for me to schedule many of these at night ....
I also have a family to be with in my off hours :)
** If you require an evening appointment, I will take requests but may not be able to fulfill them. Please
understand that all evening appt. requests cannot be fulfilled and please be willing to also be flexible with
your day hours so that we can complete your order.
All orders must be made within one month of your session.

continued .....

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO RECEIVE MY ORDER?

All orders are delivered within 4-6 weeks from the date of purchase.

HOW LONG WILL YOU KEEP MY FILES?

I do not keep any image files that have not been ordered; therefore, non-ordered images will be
removed from my system immediately following your ordering session and will not be archived.
Images that have been ordered will remain in our system for one year.

WHAT IS A MINIMUM PURCHASE?

Each of my Senior Portrait sessions includes a minimum purchase agreement. This is the minimum
a client must invest for their order; this means that I have taken into account my client’s needs and
budgets, as well as my time in order to deliver consistent quality and serve my clients effectively.
My minimum purchases/starting points are based on my experience of what most clients have
chosen to order for that specific session and ensure that I can continue operating a business that
delivers high quality, professional images and stellar customer service. The majority of my clients
invest between $11 00-3500 to have their Senior Portraits made.

DO YOU TAKE PAYMENT PLANS OR BREAK PAYMENTS UP?

Absolutely! Typically, payment is due at the ordering session; however, I am happy to break the
order payments into 2-3 segments, spanning 45 days time if necessary. In this case, the order
will be sent to print after all payments have been made. Any social media photos will also be
deliverable after all payments are made. Additionally, you will be required to sign an order form,
noting that all orders are custom made and non refundable; meaning once a payment plan is in
place, you are obligated to adhere to the plan’s timeline of payments. Any late payments are
charged a 10% of the total fee. All payment plans must be completed no longer than 45 days
from the date of the ordering session and cannot be reduced once agree upon.

WHAT IF I JUST WANT IMAGES TO POST ONLINE? CAN I SCAN THEM?

All images from your session are copyrighted and registered with the Library of Congress.
You are not allowed to scan or screen-capture any photo without express written permission and
this federal offense is punishable by law. This includes posting scanned or screen-captured images
to post on social media. The images sent to you for your “social media” images as part of your
print order will be watermarked and web-quality; you may not print these in any way and
the watermark must remain in tact when posting to social media; additionally, you are not allowed
to filter the images in any way - they must be posted exactly as they are delivered.

What your friends
are saying
As a photographer and artist, it is always my goal to keep my service impeccable and my
image quality superb. We never really stop learning in this field - or in life for that matter.
My photography not only speaks for itself, but is being talked about by many senoirs &
families who I have served throughout the years.
I started the trend of MODERN Senior Portraits here in Northern Nevada, and I continue to
be on the cutting edge of what is current and fashionable in the world of SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHY. I’ve worked very hard to hone my skills over these last few years, & am 100% confident that I will deliver an EXPERIENCE that you will remember, cherish & VALUE for years to
come! I’m also a mentor and educator in the field of Senior
Photography, helping to educate young photographers from all over the country.
Here’s what some of my awesome clients have to say about me and my services.

Ariana

the EXPERIENCE SESSION

uuuuuuuuuu
YOUR YEAR. YOUR LIFE.
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HOW
IT ALL
WORKS
• THE FIRST STEP {Spring-early Summer of your JUNIOR year}

is to choose the type of SESSION you want -- /book 3-8 months in advance
• THE SECOND STEP
is to sign the online contract and submit the deposit (the session fee)
• THE THIRD STEP
is to prep for your session {you will have an in-depth meeting to help with this}
• THE FOURTH STEP
is to shoot your session
• THE FIFTH STEP
is to schedule your ordering session {for two-three weeks after your session}
• THE SIXTH STEP
is to place the order {all orders are placed at the orering session and all items are in
within 4-6 weeks, depending on product}

scan the code ------>
with your snapchat cam
to follow us!

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM:
behind the scenes pics
session sneak peeks
favorite finds
complete randomness
@gretchenleighphoto

CHECK FOR YOUR SNEAK PEEKS RIGHT AFTER YOUR SESSION
YOUR YEAR. YOUR LIFE.
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